Assembly Instructions

A64

For Adjustable Pendant Model 13-9605
CAUTION: FAILURE TO INSTALL THIS FIXTURE PROPERLY MAY RESULT IN SERIOUS PERSONAL
INJURY OR DEATH AND PROPERTY DAMAGE. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.
This product must be installed in accordance with applicable installation code(s), by a person familiar with the
construction and operation of the product and the hazards involved.*
Caution: Do not exceed maximum wattage noted on fixture. Use only recommended bulbs with fixture.

Component Parts
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Thumb Screw (2)
Upper Spider
Arm
Lower Spider
Large Shade
Large Spider
Vertical Uprights
Center Assembly

To Assemble
1. Carefully unpack the fixture from the carton.
2. Remove thumb screws (A) from lower spider (D) and set aside. The
thumb screws are attached this way for shipping purposes only.
3. Assemble large spider (F) by placing upper spider (B) on lower
spider (D) with arm (C) between them. Make sure arm (C) is oriented
the same as the other two arms. Slot in both assemblies should be
aligned.
4. Install (2) thumb screws (A) and tighten.
5. Install and assemble center assembly (G) per Installation and
Assembly Instructions A94.
6. Slide large shade (E) up pipe past center assembly (H).
7. Hold large shade above center assembly (H) and align large spider
(F) so square openings line up with vertical uprights (G) on center
assembly.
8. Lower large spider (F) onto vertical uprights until it is resting on
the center assembly (H).
9. Lower large shade (E) until it rests in the brackets of the large
spider (F).

If you need further assistance, or find that you are missing any parts,
please contact the dealer from which you purchased this product.
We hope you enjoy your fixture!
* Hubbardton Forge will not be liable for injury or damage caused by
improper installation, lamping or use of this fixture.
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